Frontend (JS/TS) Developer
esChecker

Who we are
At eShard, we are passionate about Security, whether it is on hardware or in
software.
We have built esChecker, a SaaS platform, allowing our clients to automate the
security testing of their mobile apps. Both on iOS and Android, our platform
analyzes application code and runs security checks against real-life devices to
make sure they are safe for end-users and for business.
We are a small team within the company (2 frontend developers, 2 backend
developers, 2 security analysts, 1 product leader and a team leader), and we are
currently steering esChecker to production: improving user experience, updating
product architecture to improve its scalability and reliability. We partially work
remotely.
Our technical stack is Typescript on the frontend layer (React/Next.js on the UI,
node on the backend), Python on the backend, running in Kubernetes and Docker,
using RabbitMQ, Redis and PostgreSQL, build on GitlabCI.

Who you are
We are looking for developers who take part in the end-to-end responsibility work
on the esChecker frontend: design, development, coding, testing and maintenance
of the product. As a development engineer, we expect you to value clarity and high
quality of code and special core to testing.
You will need to understand the product, and our customers' needs. You will be
welcome to suggest new ideas, and will work directly with the product leader to
discuss functional matters.
You will work with the frontend tech leader to implement new features, following
product roadmap and strategy. You will design, plan and execute development
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tasks to improve and enhance the product, ensure good
reporting in team tools.

What we are looking for
-

A good knowledge of React, Typescript and CSS
Ability to work on web UI and associated API
A professional experience as a frontend developer working on a product in
production
A previous experience of development in an agile environment
An interest for the product and what customers need
A special care for code quality, testing and cleanliness
Good team spirit, empathic communication and listening skills
Autonomy, responsiveness and proactivity

What would be even better
-

Experience with continuous integration/deployment
Knowledge of Nextjs
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